* INCORPORATE AS MANY
  HIST. DETAILS AS POSSIBLE
  (INCL. FURNITURE)

* A LOT GOING ON: CONCERTS,
  BOOK CLUB, MUSIC LESSONS,
  GARDEN CLUB, MAKER CLASSES —
  A COMMUNITY ROOM COULD
  ACCOM. THESE ACTIVITIES W/O
  DISRUPTING LIBRARY

* BPL — ADDING MORE DEDICATED
  STORAGE IN LIBRARY
  FOR FRIENDS (MTLS. OF 20 PK)

PROGRAMS:
  * WRITER PERFORMANCES IN COMM. RM.
    ONE-MAN HISTORICAL PLAYS
    TRIVIA NIGHT (Too popular)

  * EMOTIONAL ATTACHMENT
    TO LIBRARY VS. OTHER VENUE

  * FUNKY AUCTION: BLOG-WIDE
Library does not need to be all things to all ppl. (other venues nearby)

- Art gallery shows in reading rm
- Art display integrated throughout blog is desirable

Technology: what is being included? BPL has its own reqts

- Operational flexibility: strollers, tables & chairs, wheelchairs

Collection: don’t diminish size, maybe increase volumes - height of shelves?

Don’t forget all users who use library for non-group, non-school activity (study/tutors)
Comm RM • Built-in benches, classics books around perimeter, want it to be welcoming and usable at all times (makes it feel like a library)

• Cozy, quiet nooks to curl up with book or laptop (furnishings & layout)

• Acoustics & music programs.
  - Current build has good acoustics for live music (hard surf, high ceiling)

• Open to maximize flow bin spaces for special events

• 70-80 ppl have fit in current children’s/mtg rm
  - Seems to be need in community
* RETAIN GREEN SPACE & TREES THAT ARE REASONABLE TO REMAIN
* WHAT MAKES LIBRARY SPECIAL IS SMALLER SIZE & INTIMACY
* CPA FUNDING AVAILABLE?
* GREEN ROOF TO OFFSET LOSS OF GREEN SPACE
* KEEP CONSTRUCTION PERIOD AS SHORT AS POSSIBLE
* CIRC DESK → CENTRAL STAFFED DESK, MAINTAIN PERSONAL INTERACTION
* LANDSCAPE – LOW MAINTENANCE, COMPLEMENT OAK SQ, COORDINATE W/ GARDEN CLUB